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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MINUTES 
OCTOBER 13, 2016 

 

1. Call to Order 

2. Land Acknowledgement  
3. Approval of the Minutes 

4. Adoption of the Agenda 

5. Guest Speakers 
a. Presentation of the 2015-2016 Audited Financial Statements  

b. Presentation of the Alternative and Equitable Governance Researcher 

c. Presentation on AVEQ 
6. Question Period (5) 

7. Report of the Steering Committee (5) 

8. Announcements (5) 

9. Old Business 
10. New Business 

a. Notice of Motion Regarding the Free Menstrual Hygiene Products Policy  

 
 

 

b. Notice of Motion Regarding Free Menstrual Hygiene Products Fee and Health 
and Hygiene Products Fund Referenda Question 

 

 

c. Notice of Motion Regarding Midnight Kitchen Existence Referendum 
Question 

 

[Recording lost until this point] 
 

VP Patterson: So Midnight Kitchen is one of the SSMU fifteen services. They need to write an 

also outlining what all of this money would be allocated towards. So going down to the be-it-

resolved clause, which states the referendum question that will be asked: this is asking for the 

existence of the Midnight Kitchen, asking for a fee of $3.35 per semester per student, which will 
be adjusted to inflation as you can see there. Understanding that if this is voted no, the Midnight 

Kitchen will no longer exist as a service, given that over 92% of their expenses are paid for with 
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student fees. So that is the first part of the question, and the second part is whether to allow 

them to use discretionary funding. Discretionary funding basically, here, means that the Midnight 

Kitchen is asking the students that the money that the students are paying in this fee could be 
allocated for funding for different initiative on campus that the Midnight Kitchen deems 

important, for example some discretionary funding in the past has gone to independent student 

groups like QPIRG, for example. Things that they find important, student activism, things along 

those lines. In steering, we have already had a discussion about separating this in order to have 
two questions on the ballot itself, so they if people would like to vote for their existence, they 

would be able to vote yes to that, 

for MK. I hope that makes sense.  

 

here is a fee increase, either the choice between a fee increase and just not existing, and the 
other possibility is maybe offering the same base fee for the existence, and then as a separate 

question, ask about whether students would support a fee increase of 10 cents per semester.  

 

VP Patterson: So Midnight Kitchen did say that they would prefer having this be passed and then 
the increased fee makes sense in terms of inflation that has happened since the last time this 

Kitchen collective if they are friendly to the amendment to a separation into three question. 
 

Councillor Sadikov: The fee is currently not indexed to inflation, is that correct? So has this 

proposed question received the approval of the office of the deputy provost?  
 

Councillor Carolan: So we need to run this through legislative council before we send it off to the 

deputy provost and the student accounts people. I can tell you now that they do not like us 

indexing fees for inflation. The main reason is that it triples or multiplies by five depending of the 

term of the fee, administrated by the student accounts staff. Because that means that every year, 

they need to reinvest the fee, and increase the fee as per inflation for that year. That costs 

money, the staff that need to do that data entry, and honestly by the time the fee has gone by 

money that you feel is necessary to sustain your service, and then have that charge as a flat rate 

by Student Accounts, and I also support that because I understand the funding that has to back 

up these administrative tasks. They will be notified after this is approved. 

 
 President Ger: Yeah, I think the question of whether or not it was previously indexed to inflation, 

it was prev
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inflation brought it up to $3.35. However, as Niall said, the office of the DP

anymore. 

 

question in order to endorse discretionary funding?  

 

opposed to the existence question, is that it does have an implication of student, based on them 

knowing where their money is going. So they could pay $3.35 and several cents of that could be 

important that we separate the two, so that students understand that a portion of their fee will 

be going to an organization that they have no control over where that money goes.  
 

Councillor Sadikov: This is something that I believe was decided upon last year when we 

reviewed the SSMU gro

allowed to other groups in the past, but it was brought up that this needed to be included in the 
 the way 

that they actually operate. That said, according to the IRs, the question should include the 

in there.  

 

Councillor Chin: Just a difficult question to ask of any fee or fee increase proposals, which is that 
is it possible to provide council with the budget to justify $3.35 per semester? And also, would it 

be possible to append that budget onto the referendum question when it is passed next 

meeting, so that all students will have access to it? 

 

 

 
  

d. Notice of Motion Regarding Creation of Musicians Collective Fee  

 

previously something that VP Carolan and I discovered this summer during a budget meeting 

which is not that long in terms of service status. The previous years since it was granted service 
y the 

budget is not able to subsidize things like this, but also because this is a more sustainable way of 
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VP Carolan: I just wanted to provide a little bit more clarification on the fee. So SSMU has been 

s unsustainable is that the subsidy 
has been increasing year over year, and with an increased subsidy there is increased expenses, 

and then we are forced to continue subsidizing. I think that this service provides an awesome 

service to McGill students with 

able to charge students for use of that space, so whereas another club or private organization 

es of 

revenue are open mic nights at Gerts and things like that. I have been discussing with them from 
the beginning of the year that they need to be more proactive with finding their own revenue 

sources as well, however to cover maintenance costs of the Jam space, which is a very big 

 

 

a budget to this fee proposal by the time of next meeting and have that budget appended to the 

question when it is brought forward to students?  
 

to when they were beginning as a service, to more clearly delineate the subsidies as well. 

financial statements but we should ask them.  

  

Motion to recess.  

 

e. Motion Regarding the Amendment of the Internal Regulations of Governance  

 
VP Sobat: This is just adding those members-at-large provisions that were in the Accountable 

Leadership policy into the internal regulations, this was presented last council.  

 
VP Magder: My only concern is that since the Environment Committee has limited members-at-

large, that technically according to this rule, anyone who is a councilor could not sit on the 

Environment Committee even though literally any and unlimited number of students from the 

 

 

VP Sobat: I feel like Environment Committee is an exception. If you have concerns about that, 
you can debate it.  
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Councilor Sadikov: I would like to move to amend this motion by striking clause D.  

 
Councilor Chin: Would it be possible to motivate this amendment? 

 

Councilor Sadikov: Yeah, the thing is just that these committees are quite small and if there are 

voting members just to avoid very small membership and single individuals swinging the vote 

easily. But beyond that, most of the committees operate by consensus anyways, or not with 

 really see the benefits.  

 

policy, which I repealed without consultation.  

 

Motion to amend the motion is called to question. Amendment passes. Motion is called to 
question. Motion passes. 

 

f. Motion Regarding Electing Student Senators from the Faculty of Medicine 
and the School of Nursing  

 

how student senators are voted for in Medicine and Nursing. Traditionally how it happens is that 

the electoral process is administrated by elections SSMU, who has their own nomination and 

wo 

years, there has been either one or zero candidates going for either position and this year in 

particular, there was only one for Medicine and zero for Nursing. For the sake of greater student 

involvement and participation, I figured it would be easier to fold those elections into the 

elections for faculty associations, the student associations in each faculty so that this will boost 
the voter turnout and also the number of candidates interested in each position.  

 

VP Sobat: I would just like to add that this option is available to all faculty associations; 
according to the internal regulations, the chief electoral officer should be informing faculty 

associations of that by November 1st, and then faculty associations have until December 1st to 

request that, so any of the next three council meetings this term, if there was a faculty 

association that wanted to do that moving forward, please get in touch.  
 

Motion passes. 

 
g. Motion Regarding Support for AMUSE Collective Bargaining 
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Claire: The job  uhm, I 

 

ly have access  

be given to the student from professors who've been here a long time, who they know. Thanks 

for asking that. 

 

increasing the minimum wage I guess for the staff is like the total pool of funding available and 
how that results in less students being hired. Do you see that as a factor here? What kinds of 

impact could that size of an increase have on how many students could be hired? (1:25) 

 

 
 

 unt of money, and that if the 

concern? 

 

Presenter: Not really. Right now its being done by students a lot more often because these jobs 
are jobs, in many cases, that used to be (inaudble), slowly moved away (inaudible) cause there 

were golden handshakes given, because there was a hiring freeze a couple years ago, so there 

are a lot more of these positions then there used to be, and a lot of students in these positions as 

it is much cheaper to hire students. What we have to do going forward is that we have to keep 

bugging the university to devote a higher percentage of its budget to student salaries. I'll answer 

a question that wasn't asked: where should the money come from? I think if you look at our 

necessarily have to be there.  

 

Speaker: Councilor, did you have another question?  
 

Councilor Cleveland: I have a follow up question in regards to the second part of Ethics 8.5. What 

student code are you looking for? As well, I guess that ties into number 2, that accurate job 

want to see 

descriptions?  
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that we wanted to have a committee to be able to deal with these issues that active stakeholders 

membership list that we get every 5 months where job descriptions can be as vague as for 

student, student casual, casual, or reg. We 

accurate job description would better serve our membership to describe what it is that they're 

signing up for, a certain amount so that there can be a certain amount of accountability on both 
sides.  

 

Speaker: Great, do we have any questions at this time? Thank you Claire. We will move to vote on 

this motion. We're going to have discussion now.  

 

Councilor Templer: I'd like to speak in favor of this motion, that there is a strong precedent in 
supporting campai

bargaining position of the (inaudible) 

that it's important that even if we ourselves cannot afford to pay our employees $15 for their 

this, and to work towards our own capacity for doing that in the future. Further, there are plenty 

students on campus who are members who support them and this bargaining procedure. 

increase tuition for students who need financial support. If the Constitution is going to go up, 

which McGill is trying to do, there should be a support structure for people who need it, and I 

think this would be a good step towards that. I very much support this motion and urge you to 
vote in favour. 

 

Councilor Mansdoerfer: In regards that, I was originally planning to give consent to this vote, and 

then hearing from a lot of people over the last week, my initial assumption that it is an awesome 

committee last year for the IRC, so I understand 

how that is important. As I say that, I have issue with two parts, I think that we should take the 

priority should be happen for the hiring of a job, that would be very abstract on how to instigate 

the fourth part, $15 minimum wage, an increase of minimum wage is great, but if, for example at 

Frostbite, they have a set amount of money for four jobs, the increase will cause a job loss. So 

instead of really increasing the amount of money for everyone available, you increase it for three 

people but then have one pers

80%, this will effect hiring within an engineering setting.  
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employees so not student association employees.  

 
Councilor Century: First thing, I just wanted to say that I think that this is a great motion and a 

ease wages to living wages, but I do have my doubts about 

 
 

Councilor Shi: I just have one concerns. So the first one is, are all the jobs getting the same 

payment?  

 

VP Sobat: All the workers would be getting at least that; some of them would go higher. 

 

e enough money for 

tuition every single year, especially with tuition going up. I think that we keep making 

money. We pay our tuition. McGill has a responsibility to student to pay them the correct wage. 

 

 
VP Magder: A

very uncomfortable supporting Appendix A.1, just because I feel like this really does put up a 

cause I do feel like 

that is a limitation. Going back to the $15 minimum wage, I would find it personally very hard to 

we are supporting a motion, which is explicitly 

very important, but I do have other concerns, like the fact that its very possible that they might 
turn around and cut jobs as a response, that they would rather keep the paycheck of the 

executives rath

concerned that student fees may increase as a result of this. So the question I would like to ask is 
the entire motion? 

 

VP Sobat: In theory, it is. I think the motion was brought forward with the intention that there 

would be support for this stance in general. I actually really appreciate the concern over SSMU 
not also adopting a $15 minimum wage, for example, it is not the argument that I was hearing in 

the past about this, there was a lot of concern about doing that and honestly if that is something 

that becomes important it can be looked at. One small part of the fee increase referendum last 
year was 
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increase in order to be able to do that for student workers. But this is a really great opportunity 

 campaign that is 

garnering support across campus and across Montréal. To the issues that were raised with work-
study: if work-

consistent access to work-study and since 

of McGill to make sure that they are offering enough opportunities to those students who qualify, 

terms of that, but I think that this is a good step in the right direction. 

 

Councilor Cleveland: I would like to make a point about the minimum wage; while I understand 

it 

should be pointed out that just because we are incapable of paying our employees a certain 

amount of money, does not mean that McGill is incapable of paying their employees that. It is 
unbelievable that McGill is unable their student employees $15 minimum wage but are able to 

pay former principles millions of dollars. I understand the concern that it seems unreasonable, 

something we can address moving forward. But jus

rights. This minimum 
-study being used specifically as financial 

aid, and a financial aid councilor saying that work you do on work- e extra 

money because that counts as money for them. If you are looking to receive money from the 
-study, you should receive as 

much money through doing work-study to have minimum wage. What I see as more likely is that 

 

 

Councilor Sadikov: I would like to speak in favor to this motion. Just to some of the concerns that 

to A

instead of one, so I have shared concerns over this point. Further, as was brought up about the 

$15 minimum wage, I think that we can endorse something like this in good faith because there 

is an understanding that we are in a very different position from McGill University; the limits in 

our capabilities largely come from the fact that so much of our student funds go toward the 
university. Furthermore our first priority is to support our members and since so many of our 

best interest. And to kind of expand on that point a little bit, these priorities have been set up by 
AMUSE, I think the union is best qualified to determine what the most important issues are for 
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 these are the best 

interests of their members.  

 

is the responsibility to the members of SSMU, the student population that we have to do 

everything in our capability to help them and in that, the most for AMUSE, because as has been 
said, a lot of their students are student workers and I feel like us endorsing this motion is within 

the scope of supporting students. One more thing, as a first year, for Appendix item A, for the 

hiring priority to people who have already done the job, I think that might be a barrier for 

especially newcomers to McGill, so first year students who might be looking for work-study. So 

just a little tidbit on that section.  

 

actually never been a motion or a mandate for or against the [?] campaign last year. There were 

discussions of what that would look like, and as well it was understood that if that passed, there 

would just encourage members to maybe think beyond the grey area of that campaign. 

 

VP Magder: My question is that, at any point in the negotiations, has there been a contingency to 

negotiations, ha

of other jobs being offered? The reason being is that although, I do agree with a lot of the other 
councilors, that it is very unfair that there are huge amounts of money being spent by this 

easier route and cut back jobs deemed as non-essential, just to give the appearance of agreeing 

hout making big changes.  

 

people, and certain budgets to do what they want with. They may hire someone for a month, 

and then that person will keep having to ask their supervisor, can I have another contract? Can I 

have another contract? Can I have another contract? Even if a lot of this happens, it seems like 
bad managerial planning. It seems like really silly, why would this ever happen. But it does and at 

of the system right now. The first part of you question, they are not all students. Like when I had 

an AMUSE job, I was not a student. I was a casual employee for a year, and then another year. So 
-student doing a student job, I was a casual replacing a regular 

employee. Work-study is just for students, and some jobs are student-

offered to students first. 
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VP Carolan: I just wanted to get a clarification on what you mean by priority to existing AMUSE 

members, does that mean that they have a first line refusal of the job

the job has to offered to them and only after they decline it, should they provide separate 

rest of the candidates? 

 

Claire: So the 

department still needs it, then they will be first offered the job. But i

semester, if it still exists then you should be able to get it next semester.  

 

Councilor Mansdoerfer: A few keys poi
about concern for first years, I think getting a foundation as a first year with work-study is really 

he rest 

of university. [Brings up a situation in which somebody gets fired]. 

 

my question to you is who would they hire to do that work? Because that work still needs to be 

done at the university. Weird things might happen, but if they were, the job would still need to be 

department also goes up. 

 
Councilor Mehrotra: In terms of the point being brought up about the first years, there is a huge 

turn over in work-

huge problem. 

 

 AMUSE jobs have been created 

in the past three years, or like what percent? 

 

which is so much to the previous numbers.  

 
Motion to call to question. This motion carries.  

 

 

11. Reports by Committees 
 

a. Funding Committee (10) 

 
VP Carolan gives the report.  
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b. Club Committee (5) 

 
No Clubs Committee meeting this week.  

 

c. Executive Committee (5) 

 
No Executive Committee meeting this week. 

 

12. Councillor Reports 

 

a. Councillor Anderson (2) 

 
Councillor Anderson gives their report. 

 

b. Councillor Sadikov (2) 

 
Councillor Sadikov gives their report. 

 

VP Sobat: I was wondering what were the changes to the names of the rooms put forward by 
students? 

 

Councilor Sadikov: The amendment to the referendum in 2014 was not to rename the Jack 
Daniels Room and to rename the Champagne Room to the Chamber of Secrets. However, this 

was not allowed by the executives due to possible concerns over the lack of transparency by 

renaming the board room the Chamber of Secrets. 

 

c. Councillor Thomas (2) 

 

Councillor Thomas gives their report. 
 

d. Councillor Gingrich-Hadley (2) 

 
Councillor Gingrich-Hadley gives their report. 

 

e. Councillor Templer (2) 

 
Councillor Templer gives their report. 

 

13. Executive Reports 
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a. VP University Affairs (5) 

 

VP Sobat gives their report. 
 

Councillor Sur: For the equity committee meeting, are you consulting with the groups on 

 

 
VP Sobat: Definitely, I believe our committee members are mainly reaching out to specifically 

to get involved.  

 

b. VP (Internal) (5) 

 
VP Lawrie gives their report.  

 

c. VP (Student Life) (5) 

 
VP Patterson gives their report. 

 

d. VP (Finance) (5) 
 

VP Carolan gives their report. 

 
VP Sobat: I heard that there might be some outstanding invoices owed to the SSMU by some 

faculty associations, could you speak to that? 

 

VP Carol -out right here, but I work with the accounting 

department to review the accounts receivable list, which is a big list of people and organizations 

which owe us money. So there are various faculty associations that are on those accounts, I will 

be following up with the individual councillors here about that.  
 

e. VP (Operations) (5) 

 
VP Madger gives their report. 

 

f. President (5) 

 
President Ger gives their report.  

 

Councillor Sadikov: Could you speak more about the deal with SNAX?  
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President Ger: There was outreach done by our kitchen managerto each one of the different

facutty run organization to see if they would like to carry our products. SNAX had gotten back to
us saying that they would be interested in having our products and we've started to work out a

little dealthere.

Cou ncillor Anderson: Which products are you interested in trying out at SNAX?

President Ger: We actua[[y asked the people at SNAX what they wo try, and they

wanted some sandwiches, cold pizza, and something else that I

g. VP (ExternalAffairs) (5)

VP Aird gives their reporl.

tr4. ConfidentiaI Session

15. Adjournment

Muna Toji

âat
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